
T
his “deceptively simple”

kitchen may be compact

in size but it houses an

array of impressive

design features, according to

designer Robert Mazzilli, of

Australian Renovation Group.

ARG was commissioned to

transform the original 1970s

brick and orange-tiled room into

a contemporary kitchen that

made the most of every bit of

space.

With a shared wall and a

suspended concrete slab, the

kitchen had its limitations from

the outset, Mr Mazzilli said.

“Due to the physical

constraints of the site,

maximising every millimetre of

space was paramount,” he said. 

“The overall positioning, size

and floor plan of the kitchen

stayed the same, however,

cabinetry was used as liberally

and as smartly as possible to

achieve maximum storage

space. 

“This translates to a compact

but efficient space that is simple

but still meets the clients’ brief.

“It’s a deceptively simple

design that reveals some special

features upon closer

inspection.”

The overall U-shape layout

was retained as it previously

worked well. The owners also

wanted to keep the corner

pantry — it was retained in the

new design but altered.

“The pantry was functional

but took up too much valuable

floor space,” Mr Mazzilli said.

“So it was replaced by a more

slender in-line walk-in pantry. 

“Adding a bank of internal

drawers also maximised the

limited space.”

To address the owners’ desire

for modern features, Mr

Mazzilli chose sleek gloss-finish

white cabinetry, stainless-steel

kickboards and a metallic-look

Laminam Argento splashback

which provides an eye-catching

feature within the all-white

design. 

A breakfast bar was added to

make the kitchen more inviting,

while the existing brick-wall

oven was replaced by a wall

steamer/oven/warmer

combination.

A clever solution was also

devised for ducting. “Due to a

common wall with the

neighbouring town house,

ducting passes from the range

hood through a custom-made

stepped bulkhead and an

external wall,” Mr Mazzilli said. 

The kitchen’s other highlights

include Blum Aventos bi-fold lift

doors to the overhead

cupboards, Bosch appliances

and a powered double bin below

the sink.

“This is operated without

touching, which is very useful

when your hands are full,” Mr

Mazzilli said.

Reno took the

white direction
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